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Abstract. Behavioural finance is a promising solution to enhance voluntary retirement 
savings (VRS) and is gaining recognition around the world. Despite this, there may be some 
limitations to the transferability of its applications. This paper summarizes the key findings 
relevant to long-term savings and then analyses these aforementioned limitations, by first pointing 
to some methodological assumptions made, and then looking at the potential set of variables 
impacting the applications’ transferability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 
The purpose of pension systems is to provide its participants with a non-

earning means of subsistence for the period of old age at an appropriate level 
[Szumlicz 2005: 243]. Taking into account the low expected replacement rate 
from the base PAYG system [OECD 2012; OECD 2011; Antolin 2008: 10], it 
seems reasonable to conclude that the introduction and use of voluntary 
retirement savings vehicles (VRS), in some format, is indispensable 
[EU Commission 2012: 14; OECD 2007; EUC 2010; PIU 2010; Antolin 
and Whitehouse 2009].  

The primary argument for VRS is undoubtedly that it allows for an 
individually selected time and value of deposits. People may have other 
priorities at a given point in time than retirement, for example the purchase of 
a house or apartment, or even a family event, such as a wedding. If the 
premiums were obligatorily increased, it could cause more damage, if for 
example it were to be made at the expense of the education of children [Antolin 
and Whitehouse 2009: 22]. This paper assumes its definition of the VRS 
vehicles according to the OECD [Mikulec 2012]: VRS are private, voluntary, 
occupational or personal pension schemes. 
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This paper will not undertake a discussion concerning the issue 
of the evaluation of VRS in relation to other methods, such as raising social 
security rates or the use of capital funds in the public part of the pension system. 
Rather this paper focuses on retirement saving decisions, their related 
consequences and factors influencing those decisions from an international 
perspective. The question is, what are the factors determining participation in 
and adequacy of savings in the VRS vehicles? In the following section, 
a literature review will be presented, documenting the theoretical adequacy of 
behavioural interventions and pre-existing evidence of their application to 
enhance voluntary retirement savings. The next section will provide some 
analysis seeking to answer the question of whether behavioural techniques are 
independent variables or whether there is a group of factors that impacts their 
effectiveness and therefore renders the solution not necessarily globally 
universal.  

 
 

2. THE APPLICATION OF BEHAVIOURAL FINANCE IN PENSIO N SYSTEMS 
 
 

The application of VRS places the issue of transfer (to a large extent 
at least) of the responsibility for the adequacy of the level of future pension 
benefits onto the participants of the system. Such a move requires answers to 
questions regarding savings versus consumption choices. For this reason, there is 
a significant development of interest in the subject of behavioural finance (BF), 
focused on intertemporal choices. Most studies were conducted in the USA, but 
there is a growing interest, most notably in the United Kingdom, but also 
in Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands, among others [see: Lunn 2012; 
Hardcastle 2012; Tapia and Yermo 2007; Antolin et al 2012; Mitchell and Utkus 
2004; Barr and Diamond 2008; Brunhart 2008; EIOPA 2013]. BF is becoming 
used in wider contexts, not just explicitly like in the US, New Zealand or the UK 
(all of them liberal, Anglo-Saxon social security regimes), but also implicitly; so 
there are solutions whose effectiveness can be explained in the light of 
behavioural finance (e.g. salary conversion in bAV betriebliche Altersvorsorge 
in Germany). 

At the outset, it should be clarified that neither behavioural economics nor 
finance assume that man is irrational [see for example: Kahneman 2012; Shefrin 
and Thaler 1981; Thaler 1999 and many others]. Shefrin & Thaler [1981] refer 
to the struggle between the farsighted planner with myopic doer, on the subject 
of deferring gratification, planning, etc. In accordance with the concept 
of Stanovitch and West (an extensive review of the literature concerning this 
concept can be found in: Evans [2003]), human cognition is based on a dual 
operating system (Systems 1 and 2). In this setting, at any given time, we can 
use „auto-pilot”, i.e. heuristic System 1, which we use every day for simpler 
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tasks, or a fully rational (but rather lazy) „controller” in System 2, which 
we save for more difficult tasks, and whose activation requires focus and 
attention. An adaptation of this concept is presented extensively in Kahneman 
[2012: 19–30]. Thinking and, as a consequence, human behaviour, is the result 
of an unbreakable hybrid of these two systems.  

These issues seem to be best reflected in Richard Thaler’s proposition: 
„quasi-rationality”. Considered by many to be father of behavioural economics, 
Thaler [2000] introduces this concept, taking into account that people have good 
intentions, but because they have limited capacity to process information 
and control behaviour, they apply a number of heuristics and are subject to 
numerous effects and biases. This chapter discusses selected aspects of BF 
which are of the most significance in the author’s humble opinion. 

Behavioural finance and economics derive from the observation that neo-
classical models simplify human behaviour, reducing it to one of a cool minded 
sage, who possesses all the relevant information and who is able to properly take 
into account all the variables, assesses the likelihood of their occurrence 
and appropriately measures their weight [Mitchell and Utkus 2004: 3]. This 
assumption is simply very difficult to verify through observation. The 
behavioural approach assumes a more realistic situation, that an economic agent 
must make decisions without access to full information, with limited cognitive 
abilities, and is subject to some biases in thinking and actions [Knoll 2010]. The 
decision-making process is impacted by self-control, emotions, and the 
architecture of choice. Taking into account these more realistic assumptions, BF 
provides valuable tools, enriching neo-classical theory.  

The following paragraphs will present the body of research summarizing 
the impact of psychological inhibitors on participation in voluntary retirement 
savings vehicles. 

 

 
2.1. Risk aversion 

 

 

The precursors of behavioural economics, later Noble prize winner Daniel 
Kahneman and his close colleague Amos Tversky, began the use of psychology 
in economics in their article entitled: Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision 
under Risk [Kahneman and Tversky 1979). According to this theory, people 
perceive gains quite differently than losses (the ratio of profit to loss oscillates 
around 2–2.5: 1). Fear of risk, due to the fact that investments are not usually 
guaranteed, may lead to a reluctance to participate. This phenomenon can be 
explained by the endowment effect and certainty effect [Kahneman, Knetsch 
and Thaler 1991 and 2008]. We prefer a smaller but certain profit to a larger but 
uncertain one. People are also reluctant to risk what they have already 
accumulated. In the case of VRS, saving via bank deposits is „more reliable” 
because of the money illusion effect. A nominal profit, in the form of interest, is 
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guaranteed, even though erosion caused by inflation causes the real value of 
savings to oscillate around the level of 100% of the initial value of deposit, if not 
actually drop. Neverthless, a significant decrease in value of bank deposits 
caused by crisis on stock exchange is virtually impossible, as is the case with 
investments on stock market. The most common solution to this problem is the 
provision of a guaranteed minimum rate of return or the incorporation of 
a lifecycle strategy, limiting the risk. These safety measures however, obviously 
decrease the likelihood of achieving otherwise potentially higher returns on 
investments. 

 
 

2.2. Cognitive limitations and intertemporal choices 
 
 

Due to a lack of understanding of certain difficult topics or merely for 
convenience, people use heuristics. Heuristics are mental shortcuts, educated 
guesses at more complex problems. Based on a single heuristic, there can be 
a number of identified biases and effects [Baddeley 2013]. In the case of 
retirement savings, the two most significant are: mental accounting and non-
-exponential discounting.  

The basic premise of mental accounting [Thaler 1990, 1999] or mental 
accounts systems, is that people perceive differently current income (I), current 
assets (A) and future income (F). Mental accounts systems break with the 
principle of a full substitutability of the various forms of money [Bańbuła 2006].  

The perception of time is also sometimes distorted by the cognitive 
limitations of the discounting function (Frederick, Loewenstein and 
O’Donoghue [2002] and Loewenstein, George and Thaler [1989]). Hyperbolic 
discounting and quasi hyperbolic discounting are both confirmed empirically 
[Baddeley 2013; Diamond and Koszegi 2003; Brunhart 2008]. The perceived 
value of future income is much less than in reality, as calculated using 
exponential discounting. Saving affects current income (I) most, but to some 
degree also current assets (A), because they are closest to the present, i.e. their 
discount factor is the highest. Since there is a tendency to delay taking adverse 
actions, it may lead to inertia or the status quo bias presented in the next 
paragraph. 

 
 

2.3. Motivation and self-control 
 
 

Shefrin and Thaler [1981] discuss the gap between intentions and actions. 
This discrepancy can be explained by the effect of inertia and procrastination 
as well cognitive dissonance. Inertia is nothing but the simplest action: a lack 
of action. People know they should save, but they do not know how to go about 
it, so they do nothing. Procrastination is deferring an action until „tomorrow”. 
Tomorrow, one decides to do it, „tomorrow”, and so on. Construction and 
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tangible incentives have little impact on this phenomenon. These effects have 
been explicitly used in the reconstruction of the pension system in the United 
Kingdom [Hardcastle 2012]. It was considered necessary to reform the system 
due to the decreasing participation in additional pension plans, despite the 
universality of the application of occupational pension plans and individual 
programs, as well as the generous tax breaks; where contributions are tax-
-exempt up to 50,000 pounds per year (fiscal year 2013/14), and the tax breaks 
range from 20% to 45% of gross salary, depending on the level of income 
[Greenwood 2012; Sieczkowski 2014]. The conclusion is that even this type of 
relief is not a sufficient condition to increase participation. The proposed 
solution is to use a framing effect; setting the architecture of choice to 
participation via auto-enrolment. This solution has already been widely used in 
New Zealand [Arkinstall 2008], the USA [Iwry and John 2009; Beshears et al. 
2008] and since 2012 in the United Kingdom [Hardcastle 2012]. In auto-
-enrolment, the default option is participation in the scheme from which one 
needs to actively unsubscribe (opt out). Studies confirm higher participation 
rates in schemes of this kind than in those plans requiring active subscription 
[e.g. Mitchell and Utkus 2004; Madrian and Shea 2001].  

It is not the only application of the framing effect. Depending on the 
presentation of the specific initial situation, there is a wide discrepancy in the 
choices taken by people. In this way, the remuneration strategies, which no 
longer think about retirement contributions in terms of yet another „tax”, but 
consider it in terms of an investment, an incentive to attract prospective 
employee, but above all a „deferred compensation” (German: Engeltumwandlung) 
are gaining increasing recognition [Blaich 2010; Brunhart 2008]. The concept of 
deferred compensation is not new in the UK [see: Blake 2006 for example], but 
in countries like Poland is relatively innovative. 
 
 

3. LIMITATIONS OF TRANSFERABILITY AND UNIVERSALITY 
 
 

In the literature on the subject there are discussions about whether it is 
necessary to use additional incentives to save at all [e.g. Góra 2003]. People 
should be prescient enough to ponder and address their retirement. This 
statement is absolutely true, but it is a normative statement, and not a positive 
one [Barr and Diamond 2008: 174]. It is clear that we need to save, but we do 
not do it at a sufficiently high level.  

The question is how to extend participation, and more importantly, the 
adequacy of contributions. Is behavioural finance the panacea to the problem? 
Most likely, the findings are universal on a personal level, but should the 
solutions take into consideration country specific differences? Is there a set of 
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variables that affects the measurement of behavioural incentive effectiveness or 
are they universal?  

This paper argues that the issues related to expanding participation 
in and the adequacy of supplementary pension schemes should be discussed in 
close connection with the basic issues relating to the structure of the pension 
system they were created in. It is therefore argued that the whole mosaic of 
activities, from „classic” tools, such as tax incentives matching contributions 
and subsidies, through „behavioural” aspects, such as risk aversion to innovative 
solutions, e.g. Save More Tomorrow [Benartzi and Thaler 2004; Save More 
Tomorrow Act 2012] are required to be taken into account.  

The following section will present a list of potential variables which impact 
and modify behavioural technique effectiveness. 

 

 
3.1. Wealth of citizens and the level of their disposable income 

 
 

One should take into account the difference between the actual scarcities of 
resources against rationalization, i.e. the tendency to explain behaviour without 
objective grounds to do so. People may say that they cannot afford to save 
in VRS, whereas in reality it is just an excuse. To verify whether the reason for 
insufficient savings is indeed rational, one should control for household savings 
rates, which is an objective indicator of ability to save. In order to check if 
people really cannot afford to save in VRS, one could check the savings rates 
(i.e. perhaps people just say they cannot save, but in fact they save on bank 
deposits etc.). Some people cannot afford VRS, for objective reasons, such as 
low levels of disposable income, or due to the burden of providing for aging 
parents or the education of their children. Some people have a risk aversion so 
high that they are inherently reluctant to invest in the stock market. However, 
there is also another group of people who are probably aware that they should 
save more for retirement, want to save and, in addition, declare this intention 
[Shefrin and Thaler 1981], but either postpone the decision „till later” 
(procrastination) or, not knowing what to do, take no action at all (inertia, 
myopia).  

It might be the case that people do not use VRS for rational reasons. 
The high level of charges and fees might limit the level of expected returns. 
Effectiveness might also be dependent on the use of guaranteed rates of returns 
and the range of bonuses and accelerators rewarding regular contributions. 

 

 
3.2. Social Policy Model 

 

 

BF applications can – and probably are – dependent on the specifics of 
the system, and therefore depend on the place where the research was conducted 
[Madrian 2012; Disney 2007; Knoll 2010]. The impact of behavioural incentives 
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may be different in a system based on liberal social policy, which is where 
the responsibility for pension adequacy is shifted onto citizens; it may be 
different in a conservative environment, where contributions reflect previous 
earnings; and it may be even more distinct in a social democratic system, where 
the state provides for retirement, or at least that is the expectation of the society 
[Esping-Andersen 1990, 2002; Cousins 2005).  

For instance, Benartzi and Thaler [2004] designed a VRS vehicle utilising 
behavioural finance called: Save More Tomorrow. This proposition not only 
addresses the issue of procrastination by automatic enrolment but also the issue 
of adequacy by the incorporation of legal commitments from its participants to 
increase contribution rates in line with future salary rises. The results are 
amazing, contribution rates grew almost fourfold, from 3.5 percent to 13.6 
percent in less than four years [Benartzi and Thaler 2004; Mitchel and Utkus 
2004]. However, this method is applicable in a very specific environment. 
It applies to 401(k) plans, requiring tax incentives for employers to establish 
occupational pension scheme, it requires an occupational pension plan in the 
first place as well as tax relief on employee contributions. Knoll [2010] reports 
that even in the US the majority of workers do not have access to 401(k) plans. 
In Poland, employers’ contributions constitute a taxable event for employees and 
employee contributions are allowed only after tax. 

 

 
3.3. The design of the pension system 

 

 
There are some aspects that may have an impact on the propensity to save 

[Disney 2007; Brunhart 2008; Börsch-Supan 2004; Turner 1997; Crossley et al. 
2012]. First of all, a high level of the base system replacement rates may 
discourage additional saving for rational reason – what is the incentive to do so? 
Equally, increased participation means increased labour costs for employers. 
The Beveridge systems are more likely to absorb these costs, where, for 
example, in the US, the federal social security rate is 13.5 percent, while in the 
UK it is 25.8 percent. But in Bismarckian systems, this type of solution may be 
inadequate. This is because the statutory, compulsory social security premiums 
are relatively high; Germany 39.45 percent, Poland ca. 33 percent. Since the 
mandatory social security rates are so high, why then, in addition, auto-save to 
VRS? What benefit is there for employers? It does require answering the 
question of what motivates employers to establish voluntary retirement plans in 
the first place. If they are considered an attractive motivator, where they 
constitute an important factor in creating a competitive advantage over 
competitors, then an occupational pension plan becomes an important 
component of the remuneration pay package. But if there is no market standard, 
and labour costs are already perceived of as high, then these plans will become 
just an additional burden.  
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Secondly, mandatory and quasi mandatory alternatives may impact the 
utilisation of VRS. For example, Alessie, Rooij and Lusardi [2011: 3] give a 
very brief outline of the Dutch pension system, in which benefits from the basic 
pillar (AOW) pays 40% of the retirement pension and is solely dependent on 
the length of residence in the Netherlands. This is further increased by an 
occupational pillar of another 40%, which is funded by employers, and, as an 
effect of collective agreements with trade unions, covers almost all workers 
(hence, the commonly used name quasi-mandatory scheme). In this 
environment, the voluntary pillar is of very little importance, due to the 
relatively high rate of replacement from the 1st and the 2nd pillar. There is no 
sense comparing the retirement savings behaviour of the Dutch with the Poles or 
the Irish, without taking account of those differences. 

 

 
3.4. Fiscal incentives 

 

 
Fiscal incentives have traditionally been highlighted as amongst the most 

important drivers of additional voluntary savings. There are three specific types 
of fiscal incentives; tax incentives as well as employer matching contributions 
and budgetary subsidies. Tax advantages and/or matching contributions 
compensate the perceived „loss” of income. However, although they may be a 
prerequisite for participation, they certainly do not constitute a sufficient 
condition. Although Madrian [2012: 19] reports that there is no evidence of 
effectiveness of matching contributions outside of the US, and that the 
effectiveness of matching contributions in the United States is minuscule, there 
is some evidence from Germany and New Zealand. The effects of Riester and 
KiwiSaver reforms respectively, [Pieńkowska-Kamieniecka and Ostrowska-
-Dankiewicz 2013] lead to the conclusion, however, that in both cases, these 
programmes encourage participation, but because the majority of the pay out is 
direct government subsidies, their macroeconomic effectiveness remains 
questionable. In relation to the second of the fiscal incentives, Holzmann and 
Hinz [2012] and Hinz [2008] show that the level of tax incentives is a bad 
predicator of participation in and adequacy of savings. 

 

 
3.5. Financial training, education and communication of results 

 

 
If there was a tangible method allowing everyone to understand the 

significance of VRS, or broader; the need to save for retirement, probably 
everyone would participate in some format. However, this would be an 
extremely expensive project, whose effectiveness is not guaranteed. This is the 
reason why the choice of structure should be constructed so as to minimize the 
effects of these deficiencies in financial education as far as possible. The 
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findings of the current research on the application of behavioural finance are 
concentrated on „choice architecture” [Beshears et al 2006a, 2006b, 2008]; 
the creation of a structure that would facilitate decision making to increase the 
level of participation and adequacy using behavioural finance. The hallmark of 
an efficient system is a setting that allows the capture of all those undecided, 
myopic, deferring decisions along with encouraging (or at least not 
discouraging) those who have concerns, etc. before it is too late. 

 

 
3.6. Sales and Marketing 

 
 

Advertisements and direct selling can influence financial decisions. For 
example, in Poland, the reformers in 1999 assumed that PTE would compete 
through better results and lower fees. This did not happen. First of all, 
a significant proportion had not made an active choice, and so were drawn to 
Open Pension Funds (OFE). People were drawn to OFE from March 2000 to 
January 2014. There have been 27 draws, involving 2.7m people. The highest 
number drawn was in January 2014, where almost 290 thousand people did not 
make any choice. The smallest number was in June 2000, with only 4.3k drawn. 
Secondly, people kept their funds, and changing behaviours were correlated with 
advertisement and sales expenditure instead. Chybalski [2009 and 2011], found 
no correlation with results, but a significant one with marketing and 
advertisement cost. Similarly, Stanko [2010] found a correlation of 0.41 with 
expenditure on marketing and advertisement. This casts a shadow over the 
assumption of a complete rationality of choice. 

 
 

4. FURTHER RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

Although BF is a promising solution, its application may have its 
limitations. There is no universal solution called „behavioural finance”. 
Participation is a function of financial literacy, perception of the base system and 
the architecture of pensions. Lunn [2012: 5–6] notes that, despite the observable 
effects, no explicit theoretical proof of the effectiveness and universality of the 
application of „behavioural” methods exists. Nevertheless, it seems intuitively 
true that at least some aspects of the applications are universal; especially in 
terms of long-term planning, confidence in the capital markets and 
understanding of financial concepts – for example compound interest or the 
difference between stocks and bonds.  

Clearly, country specific social security influences, as well as wider socio-
economic market characteristic features, need to be taken into consideration or 
at least their presence and potential impact kept under control whilst analysing 
behavioural applications to enhance voluntary retirement savings.  
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What is needed? A Pan-European or even Worldwide research programme, 
controlling the aforementioned variables. What is it for? First of all, BF is only 
just making its way into mainstream economics, and therefore international 
evidence could provide invaluable insights into what the inhibitors to 
participation are and whether there are indeed a myriad of behavioural and 
economic factors.  

Comparative research could enable one to answer the questions on what are 
the common factors inhibiting participation. This may then be used by providers 
in their product development, but could also be used by policy makers to 
implement improvements enhancing coverage and participation. In view of the 
specific nature of BF, where knowledge is gathered inductively, there is 
a requirement to obtain a confirmation of hypotheses by empirical research.  

It cannot be said that if one effect or one aspect is effective in one 
environment, it will be as effective in another. To know how to enhance 
voluntary savings requires a number of empirical studies that examine the 
effectiveness of the application of behavioural finance. 

This in turn requires raising interest and attention, and so this paper, 
hopefully, is a good starting point for such a venture. 
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ZASTOSOWANIE FINANSÓW BEHAWIORALNYCH DO ZWI ĘKSZANIA 
DOBROWOLNYCH OSZCZ ĘDNOŚCI EMERYTALNYCH  

– CZY ROZWI ĄZANIA SĄ UNIWERSALNE NA CAŁYM ŚWIECIE?  
 
 

Finanse behawioralne wydają się być obiecującym rozwiązaniem służącym do poprawy 
poziomu dobrowolnych oszczędności emerytalnych i znajdują coraz szersze uznanie na świecie. 
Niemniej jednak, wydają się istnieć pewne ograniczenia co do uniwersalności zastosowania tych 
rozwiązań. Artykuł stanowi przegląd dostępnej literatury w zakresie oszczędzania długotermi-
nowego, a następnie analizuje wspomniane ograniczenia, po pierwsze poprzez wskazanie użytych 
założeń metodologicznych, które mogą wpływać na wyciągane wnioski, a następnie zapropo-
nowany jest zarys zbioru zmiennych wpływających na przenoszalność tych wniosków 

Słowa kluczowe: finanse behawioralne, dobrowolne oszczędności emerytalne, reformy 
emerytalne, wielostopniowe systemy emerytalne. 


